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Wandile Cumalo and Andile Jilaji are currently halfway
through a one year training internship in New Zealand
on a program supported by LIC New Zealand, Amadlelo
and Genimex. Wandile, an employee of the Cairnbrogie
Estates in the Western Cape is currently working for
ITR AG LTD owned by Murray and lVlarcelle Douglas in
the Northland of New Zealand. Andile, an employee of
the Amadlelo Dairy Project at their I\4iddledrift Dairy, is
currently working for Scott and Lee Taylor, also on the
Northland of New Zealand.

Genimex recently caught up with Wandile and Andile
and got the following feedback:

Wandile: 683 milking crossbred cows on 589 Ha farm

comprising 300 Ha of Rye and Clover Grass pasture and the
rest Pine Forest. Autumn and Spring calving seasons. Their

breeding strategy is to focus on milk solids as price is based

on milk quality.

Andile: SF and LK Taylor Partnership. 213 Ha farm with 40
Ha runoff milking 400, predominantly Holstein-Friesian cows,
and 100 replacement heifers. Pastures are 50% Kikuyu and

50% Rye Grass and Clover mix. They have a split Autumn
and Spring calving season. The contours of the farm are a

mix of flat, medium and steep. Very wet winters with lots

of rain and dry summer. Standoff areas are very important.

Special attention is paid to production before Christmas as

its key before the pastures dry out. IVulching and drilling
Annuals is very important as they provide good amounts of
forage.

FIRST IMPRESSION WHEN ARRIVING IN NEW
ZEALAND:

Wandile: lVly first impression was when I arrived, I found the
people to be welcoming and very friendly. Once on the farm

I was impressed by how everything was so green and that
the farm is run by so few people.

Andile: The green pastures when coming into land. I believed
that most people in New Zealand are farmers because the
only areas with no pastures was on extreme slopes. The

people are very friendly and caring.

WHAT SURPRISED YOU THE MOST AND WHAT
LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED?:

Wandile: What surprised me the most was the level of
technology used in dairy farming this side to get most things
done in time and efficiently. The minimal use of drugs given

to cows is also really positive and impressive. A big lesson
is reaiising that you need to be an all-round person on the
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farm, doing everything from cowboy work, milk harvesting,
pasture management and irrigation. Doing the right thing first
time is key to successfully accomplishing the duties given.

Andile: I was surprised how some pastures were planted on

steep hills and I was curious to find out how they managed to
work some of the paddocks. I was also impressed by the use

of technoiogy to reduce the work load for various tasks. l\,4y

biggest lesson so far is that dairying isn't just about milking

cows, it's about providing them with enough feed to meet
their nutrrtional requirements on a daily basis. Some of these
lessons will definitely be of use to my colleagues in South
Af rica.

WHAT ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES HAVE YOU BEEN
EXPOSED TO?:

Wandile: Two things really stand out and that would be

running the shed unsupervised and attending multiple
discussion groups.

Andile: I have been involved in local DairyNZ discussion
groups where I get to meet and interact with locai dairy
farmers, We also got a helicopter flight around the farm to
inspect the property and I really enjoyed the experience.

ADVICE TO THE NEXT ROUND OF INTERNS

Wandile: Be willing to learn everything. Be prepared to work
unsupervised and get the lob done in time. Ask questions.

Rest enough since its physical work.

Andile: They should take the internship seriously, be ready
to work hard and be willing to learn.

Genimex wishes Wandile and Andile all the best for the
second half of their internship and we look forward to
welcoming them back home where they will share their
experiences with their colleagues. @
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